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ABSTRACT

1

Temporal dynamic graphs are graphs whose topology evolves over
time, with nodes and edges added and removed between different time snapshots. Embedding such graphs in a low-dimensional
space is important for a variety of tasks, including graphs’ similarities, time series trends analysis and anomaly detection, graph
visualization, graph classification, and clustering. Despite the importance of the temporal element in these tasks, existing graph
embedding methods focus on capturing the graph’s nodes in a
static mode and/or do not model the graph in its entirety in temporal dynamic mode. In this study, we present tdGraphEmbed, a
novel temporal graph-level embedding approach that extend the
random-walk based node embedding methods to globally embed
both the nodes of the graph and its representation at each time step,
thus creating representation of the entire graph at each step. Our
approach was applied to graph similarity ranking, temporal anomaly detection, trend analysis, and graph visualizations tasks, where
we leverage our temporal embedding in a fast and scalable way for
each of the tasks. An evaluation of tdGraphEmbedon five real-world
datasets shows that our approach can outperform state-of-the-art
approaches used for graph embedding and node embedding in
temporal graphs.

Graph analysis has received increased attention in recent years due
to the wide range of domains that can be modeled as graphs, including the World Wide Web, social and communication networks,
scientific citations, and terrorist analysis [2, 11]. The tasks commonly tackled in the above domains include node classification, link
prediction, community detection, graph visualization, and anomaly
detection. The main focus of the works has been on creating embeddings for each node/edge of the graph. Recently, embedding the
entire graph into a single embedding gained attention [14]. Such
embeddings can enable many important graph tasks, such as graph
similarity [4].
Despite the dynamic nature of these domains, the majority of
studies only employ static node/edge embedding as part of their
solutions [3, 12, 17, 31]. Recently, some works explored temporal
node/edge embeddings [9, 28]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the novel task of embedding entire graphs into a single embedding in temporal domains has not been addressed yet. Such
embeddings, which encode the entire graph structure, can benefit
several tasks: (1) Temporal graph similarity — given a graph snapshot, we wish to identify the most similar graph structure to it in
the past. Consider, for example, a criminal organization that has
previously committed crimes. We would like to predict if the organization’ network is preparing for another crime by comparing new
patterns to those resulting in past crimes. (2) Temporal anomaly
detection and trend analysis – a well studied field in the temporal
graph domain [21], [11], [24] and [26], aims to identify anomalies
in the graph structure over time. For example, a social network
activity that becomes viral at a specific point in time because of a
political event or a network of a company that has changed its organization structure (members replacing their roles) can be identified
as anomalies.
We propose tdGraphEmbedthat embeds the entire graph at time
stamp 𝑡 into a single vector, 𝐺𝑡 . At each time stamp 𝑡, tdGraphEmbedperforms 𝛾 random walks of length 𝐿 from each node in the
graph. We then jointly learn the node embeddings 𝑣 along with
the entire graph embedding 𝐺𝑡 . Intuitively, instead of using just
nodes to predict the next node in the random walk, as performed
by node2vec [12] in static contexts, we extend the CBOW model
with additional feature vectors, 𝐺𝑡 , which are unique to each graph
snapshot. While the node vectors represent the community of a
node, the 𝐺𝑡 graph vectors intend to represent the concept of the
entire graph at time 𝑡. The optimization then becomes predicting a
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: An example of a temporal dynamic graph. The red
edges and purple nodes are shared by different time steps,
while the other nodes and edges may or may not be.

node embedding given the node’s context in the random walks at
time 𝑡 of the graph and the vector 𝐺𝑡 . Notice it is a global optimization process through all the time snapshots, i.e., the process enables
learning embeddings of 𝑣 capturing all the contexts they appear in
through the evolution of the graph 𝐺 hand in hand with learning
graph vectors for each snapshot 𝐺𝑡 . As the model performs random
walks through all the time snapshots, it allows modeling graphs
with addition and subtraction of nodes over time and does not
require a fixed number of nodes for modeling, as static node embedding techniques do. Another advantage of our approach is that it is
unsupervised and does not require any task-specific information
for its representation learning process. As a result, the produced
graph embeddings are generic and can be used in a variety of tasks.
Our contributions in this study are threefold: (i) we present tdGraphEmbed, a novel approach that efficiently models temporal
dynamic graphs in their entirety, a modeling that has not been
considered by previous works; (ii) we demonstrate the effectiveness of tdGraphEmbedin the tasks of graph similarity ranking,
temporal anomaly detection, trend analysis and graph visualization. We conduct our evaluation on five real-world datasets and
show that our approach outperforms state-of-the-art dynamic/static
node/graph embedding algorithms, and (iii) we provide both the
code and datasets described in this study in order to enable other
researchers to reproduce our results and benchmark other methods.

2

RELATED WORK

Graph representation learning techniques can be divided into methods that represent node-level embedding and methods that represent graph-level embedding. In addition, this representation learning can be used in: (i) static graph context, which represents each
node/graph with a single vector for the entire period of time; and
(ii) temporal dynamic graph context, which analyzes multiple time
steps of a graph and generates a set of vectors for each node/graph
assuming different number of nodes per time step. An example of
temporal dynamic graph is presented in Figure 1, where each graph
represents a different time step, and the purple nodes are the only
nodes that appear in multiple time steps.
Techniques for static node embedding include: (i) Matrix factorization based methods, like SVD [5] and LLE [25] , decompose
the Laplacian or high-order adjacency matrix to produce node embedding that preserves the distance between nodes; (ii) Random
walk-based methods [12] and [23], which create random paths over

the graph and use word2vec-like architecture [20] for the node
embedding task; and (iii) deep learning-based methods, using architectures such as autoencoders [31] and [8]. A more comprehensive
survey of these methods can be found in [10]. Although, in our work
we only deal with unlabeled datasets, it is also worthy to mention
graph convolutional networks (GCN) [17] that provide node/edge
embeddings for problems where a label exists for the nodes/edges.
Variations for GCNs to unsupervised data are Graph Auto-Encoders
(GAEs) [18], which use GCN as encoder and a simple inner product
decoder.
Our work differs from this line of works, as we focus on finding
an unsupervised embedding for the entire graph rather than to a
node or an edge. Intuitively, with analogy to the Natural Language
Processing (NLP) field, the above methods can be thought of finding
embedding for words [20], whereas our method can be thought of
finding embedding for documents [19].
Unsupervised graph embeddings include Graph2vec [22], which
embeds the entire graph in a static mode and uses an analogy between graphs and documents, considering the rooted subgraphs
around every node as the context terms that make up the document.
Sub2vec [1], proposed an unsupervised algorithm to learn feature
representations of arbitrary static subgraphs using one random
walk to represent the subgraph. Another approach is UGraphEmbed [4], which embed an entire graph into a vector space where the
embeddings of two graphs preserve their graph-graph proximity
based on GED measure [7] as ground truth for the learning. Both
methods are used in a static context, not utilizing the nodes properties shared over time steps that used by our model. That is, they
encode the graph without taking into consideration the historical
contexts of each node and the historical graph representations in a
single global optimization.
Temporal node/edge embedding methods typically generate the
node embeddings at each time step of the graph using static embedding, and then align them to form a unified representation [13]. Unsupervised variants of this approach utilize the temporal sequence
of snapshots for the node embedding task. DynGEM [11], for example, uses the learned embeddings from the previous graph to initialize the current time step embedding, and Dyngraph2vec [9] uses
recurrent layers to learn temporal patterns over sequences of graphs.
The studies mentioned above have fixed the number of nodes in
each time step and used the full adjacency matrix 𝐴𝑡 ∈ R𝑛𝑋𝑛 . Since
not addressing the fact that the number of nodes changes over time,
the proposed solutions are relatively inefficient and result in a large
number of trainable parameters in deep architectures. DyRep [30]
utilizes a two time scaling process that captures temporal node
interactions and the topological evolution, but only supports the
network’s growth, not its reduction. DynamicTriad [32] analyzes
every two consecutive time steps to create the embedding. Unlike
this work, all studies mentioned above address the problem of node
representation and not the entire graph representation.
Despite the diversity of the above-mentioned approaches, none
of them models the dynamic temporal graph in its entirety. This
“local” perspective reduces these algorithms’ ability to detect continuous expansion/reduction in graphs and their overall temporal
behavior. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to
present an approach that applies random walks to address the representation learning problem for the entire temporal graph, and

uses this representation in the context of temporal dynamic graph
similarity ranking, anomaly detection, and trends analysis.

3 PROPOSED METHOD
3.1 Problem Definition
For our task, we assume a temporal dynamic graph which is an
ordered sequence of 𝑇 graph snapshots: 𝐺 = {𝐺 1, 𝐺 2, ..., 𝐺𝑇 }. Each
graph snapshot is defined as 𝐺𝑡 = (𝑉𝑡 , 𝐸𝑡 ) where 𝑉𝑡 and 𝐸𝑡 are the
vertices (nodes) and edges of 𝐺𝑡 , respectively. Each graph snapshot
models the state of the graph during the time interval [𝑡 − Δ𝑡 , 𝑡]
for some configurable Δ𝑡 . Let 𝑉 be the set of all vertices that appear
in 𝐺. The subset of vertices 𝑉𝑡 which make up 𝐺𝑡 can therefore be
defined as 𝑉𝑡 ⊆ 𝑉 . The number of vertices in each time step can
(and is likely to) be different from previous iterations, meaning that
|𝑉𝑡 | ≠ |𝑉𝑡 +1 |. Our aim is to learn a mapping function that embeds a
graph 𝐺𝑡 into a 𝑑-dimensional space R𝑑 for 𝑑 ∈ 𝑍 . The embedding
should include nodes’ evolution over time and the graph’s structure.
Moreover, graphs with similar nodes, edges and topology should be
embedded at greater proximity to one another than to other graphs.

3.2

tdGraphEmbed

To enable the unsupervised embedding of graphs of varying sizes
and temporal dynamics, we used techniques inspired by the field
of natural language processing (NLP). Since these techniques are
inherently designed to embed objects (i.e., documents) of varying
sizes, we hypothesize that by modeling each graph as a sequence
of sentences, we will be able to achieve the same for graphs.
We choose to model the graph’s sentences using random walks [23].
We denote a random walk initiated at node 𝑣𝑖 as W𝑣𝑖 . A random
walk is a stochastic process with random variables W𝑣𝑖,1 , W𝑣𝑖,2 , ..., W𝑣𝑖,𝑘 ,
such that W𝑣𝑖,𝑘+1 is a node chosen at random from the neighbors
of node 𝑊𝑣𝑖,𝑘 . We implement a second order random walk with a
return parameter 𝑝 and an in-out parameter 𝑞, which guides the
walk, as described in node2vec[12].
One of the key contributions of node2vec is the generalization in
creating the random walks using 𝑝 and 𝑞 parameters, which control
a BFS bias and a DFS bias. Given a random walk from node 𝑢 to
node 𝑣, node2vec formulates this bias strategy using the two hyperparameters, 𝑝 and 𝑞, which help adjust the transition probability
𝛼𝑝𝑞 (𝑢, 𝑥) from node 𝑢 to some node 𝑥:
1



𝑝

𝛼𝑝𝑞 (𝑢, 𝑥) = 1


1
𝑞

if 𝑑𝑢𝑥 = 0
if 𝑑𝑢𝑥 = 1
if 𝑑𝑢𝑥 = 2

walks, it can be applied by using the random walks in both weighted
and directed graphs.
Having this random walk strategy, our goal is to estimate the
likelihood of observing 𝐺𝑡 in its entirety given all random walks at
time 𝑡, which is defined as:


𝑃𝑟 𝐺𝑡 |(W𝑣1 , W𝑣2 , ..., W𝑣𝑘 )
(2)
where 𝑣 1, 𝑣 2, ..., 𝑣𝑘 ∈ 𝑉𝑡 .
For each node from set 𝑉𝑡 ∈𝐺𝑡 , we initiate 𝛾 random walks of
length L. The nodes visited in each random walk are recorded
chronologically and make up the words of a sentence. The sentences
are then concatenated to create the document representing the
graph (with different graphs having different document sizes, based
on their number of nodes). This process is illustrated in Figure 2.
Once the documents used to represent 𝐺 at each time step have
been created, our goal is to predict the next node in a random walk.
We define the nodes in the neighborhood of the root node 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉𝑡
as context nodes:
𝑡
𝑡
𝑁𝑠 (𝑣𝑖𝑡 ) = {𝑣𝑖−𝜔
, ..., 𝑣𝑖+𝜔
}

(3)

The context nodes are of fixed length and sampled from a sliding
window 𝜔 over the random walks. Given the context nodes, 𝑁𝑠 (𝑣𝑖𝑡 ),
and the graph at time 𝑡, 𝐺𝑡 , our aim is to maximize the following
equation per node 𝑖 in 𝑉𝑡 :
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝 (𝑣𝑖𝑡 |𝑁𝑠 (𝑣𝑖𝑡 ), 𝐺𝑡 )

(4)

Our goal is to learn representations 𝜙 that map a given node and
graph to a 𝑑-dimensional space. 𝜙 (𝑣𝑖𝑡 ) represents the mapping of
node 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉𝑡 , and 𝜙 (𝐺𝑡 ) represents the 𝑑-dimensional representation of the graph at time 𝑡. In order to calculate equation 4, we use
the softmax function and define that:
𝑝 (𝑣𝑖𝑡 |𝑁𝑠 (𝑣𝑖𝑡 ), 𝐺𝑡 ) = Í
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, ℎ =

Í

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜙 (𝑣𝑖𝑡 ) · ℎ)
𝑗 ∈𝑉𝑡

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜙 (𝑣 𝑡𝑗 ) · ℎ)

𝑡
𝑐 ∈𝑁𝑠 (𝑣𝑖𝑡 ) 𝜙 (𝑣𝑐 )

(5)

+ 𝜙 (𝐺𝑡 )

All the temporal graphs are trained together, where the vector
𝐺𝑡 is shared across all contexts generated from the same graph
snapshot at time 𝑡, but not across graphs at different times. The
graph’s time index can be thought of as another node which acts as
a memory for the global context of the graph. This global context
is combined with the local context of the nodes within the window.
The architecture used to generate the embedding is presented in
Figure 3.

(1)

where 𝑑𝑢𝑥 stands for the distance between node 𝑢 and node 𝑥. In
this way, node2vec can bias the random walk closer or further away
from the source node, creating different embedding types. Setting
p< q biases the random walk to nodes closer to each other, which
causes nodes from the same cluster to be embedded closer and
nodes from different regions to be embedded further away. Setting
p>q biases the random walk to embed nodes of the same graph
characteristics (e.g., same role in a social graph) closer together
while others are embedded further away. As node2vec only uses
the transition probability, by weighting and directing the random

Given the above equations, our objective simplifies to the following global optimization over all time steps:
Õ Õ Õ
Õ
max
−𝑙𝑜𝑔
(𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜙 (𝑣 𝑡𝑗 ) · ℎ)) + 𝜙 (𝑣𝑖𝑡 ) · ℎ (6)
𝜙

𝑡 ∈𝑇 W ∈𝐺𝑡 𝑣𝑖𝑡 ∈W

𝑗 ∈𝑉𝑡

For each random walk, W, created from temporal graph, 𝐺𝑡 , we
use equation 5 for the probability of each node in the random walk.
The model is trained using stochastic gradient descent, where in
each step we sample a fixed-length context from a random walk,
compute the error gradient, and use it to update the parameters
of the model. This process is described in Algorithm 1. Given that

Figure 2: Temporal dynamic graphs turned into documents.
Each row represents a sentence generated using a random
walk. The number of random walks at time 𝑡 is |𝑉𝑡 | multiplied by 𝛾. L indicates the length of a random walk.

Algorithm 1: tdGraphEmbed
Input: G = {𝐺 1, 𝐺 2, ..., 𝐺𝑇 }: set of temporal graphs, where
𝐺𝑡 = (𝑉𝑡 , 𝐸𝑡 )
𝑑: size of embedding
W𝑣𝑡𝑖 : random walk starts at 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉𝑡 at time 𝑡
L: length of random walk
𝛾: number of restarts (starts at same node)
𝑝: return parameter, 𝑞: in-out parameter
𝑤: window size for context nodes
𝛼: learning rate
Output: 𝜙 ∈ R | G |𝑋𝑑 : Matrix of vector representations of
graphs
1 for 𝑡 ∈ {0, ...,𝑇 } do
2
for 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉𝑡 do
3
for 𝑖 = 0 to 𝛾 do
4
W𝑣𝑡𝑖 = 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 (𝑣𝑖 , L, 𝑝, 𝑞)
for 𝑣 𝑗 ∈ W𝑣𝑡𝑖 do
5
𝐽 (𝜙) =−𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝 (𝑣 𝑗 |𝑁𝑠 (𝑣 𝑗 ), 𝐺𝑡 )
𝜕𝐽
6
𝜙 = 𝜙 − 𝛼 𝜕𝜙
7

return 𝜙

Our approach is unsupervised and does not require any taskspecific information for its representation learning process. As a
result, the produced graph embeddings are generic and can be used
in a variety of tasks.
Our code (as well as the evaluation) of tdGraphEmbedis available
online1 .

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Datasets
Figure 3: The learning graph vector framework. The graph’s
time index (𝑡) is concatenated with the context nodes (H, F
and I), and acts as a global context in predicting node D.

𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉𝑡 and |𝑉𝑡 | is very large, calculating equation 6 is computationally expensive. We therefore follow the negative sampling strategy
proposed in [20], using randomly sampled nodes as negative instead
of all of the nodes in 𝐺𝑡 .
It is important to note that the architecture builds upon the dynamic property of the temporal graphs, by only utilizing 𝑉𝑡 in each
time step 𝑡 (i.e., the active nodes) and not the total amount of nodes
|𝑉 |. This approach is much more efficient compared to state-ofthe-art methods. Given a pair of graphs 𝐺𝑡 −1 and 𝐺𝑡 , this process
makes their embeddings 𝜙 (𝐺𝑡 −1 ) and 𝜙 (𝐺𝑡 ) closer if they are comprised of similar nodes and/or similar sequences of nodes (paths)
that make up the context nodes used for training. Furthermore, by
using random walks along time, snapshots where the same nodes
are linked will be closely related in our embedding. Changes in
those links’ interconnections will result in changes to the graph
representation vector. The representation will behave similarly in
case of new nodes/edges that are added to the network.

We evaluated our approach on five real-world datasets. Relevant
statistics on the datasets are presented in Table 1. We present for
each graph the number of nodes, edges and time steps, including its
resolution. As a measure of graph temporal complexity we calculate
the average time interval between each graph snapshot to its most
similar one in the past, as defined by the Maximum Common Subgraph (MCS) – a common graph proximity method [7]. We make
all datasets publicly available 1 .
Reddit “Game of Thrones.” This dataset contains the ‘Game of
Thrones’ subreddit. We constructed the graphs by creating links
between users that replied to other users’ posts. The dataset contains daily granularity graphs for 62 consecutive days from July 1,
2017 through August 31, 2017.
Reddit “Formula1.” This dataset contains the ‘Formula 1’ subreddit as daily granularity graphs for 61 consecutive days from March
1, 2019 through April 30, 2019.
Facebook wall posts. A graph of the Facebook social network
where each node is a user and a temporal directed edge represents
a post from one user on another user’s wall at a given timestamp.
Time steps reflect a monthly granularity between August 2006 and
January 2009.
1 https://github.com/moranbel/tdGraphEmbed

Enron. Enron network covers all the email communication within
Enron company. A temporal edge represents an email sent by address i to address j at time t. Time steps reflect a weekly granularity
between January 1999 and June 2002.
Slashdot. A graph underlying the Slashdot social news website,
with users as nodes and edges representing replies from one user
to another at a given timestamp. Time steps reflect a monthly
granularity between August 2005 until August 2006.
For each of the datasets we have applied a prepossessing of
removing nodes whose overall degree for the whole period was
less than five.

4.2

Baselines

Since we are the first work to deal with temporal dynamic graphlevel embedding, we provide two types of baselines – static graphlevel embeddings and baselines based on temporal node embeddings.
4.2.1 Static Graph Embedding Methods. For graph level embedding
methods, we use the following baselines, which are modeled for
static graphs and we apply them on our graph’s time snapshots:
Graph2vec: graph2vec [22] embeds the graph in its entirety. It
learns data-driven distributed representations of arbitrary sized
graphs.
UGraphEmb: UGraphEmb [4] uses a deep model to learn graph
to graph proximity using GED metric [6] as ground truth. We inference a trained model on WEB dataset that includes 2,340 graphs.
Sub2vec: Sub2vec [1], an unsupervised algorithm to learn feature
representations of arbitrary subgraphs using one random walk to
represent the subgraph. Results for Sub2Vec method includes the
best performer between Sub2Vec-DM and Sub2Vec-DBON, proposed in the original paper, per dataset.
4.2.2 Dynamic Node Embedding Methods. We draw the reader
attention that our temporal datasets are unlabeled, therefore supervised methods for node embeddings that require labels on nodes/edges
cannot be applied. We therefore consider the following state-of-theart unsupervised methods for temporal node embedding:
SDNE aligned: We apply SDNE [31] independently to each snapshot, and rotate the embedding for alignment [13].
node2vec aligned: We first apply node2vec [12] independently to
each snapshot, and then rotate the embedding for alignment. To produce the random walks, we use 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘_𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 16, 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑠 = 20,
𝑝 = 1, 𝑞 = 0.5, and 𝑤 = 5 for each node.
GAE aligned: We use graph autoencoder (GAE) [18], a framework
for unsupervised learning on graph-structured data based on graph
convolutional network (GCN) [17] as encoder and a simple inner
product decoder. We apply GAE independently to each snapshot,
and rotate the embedding for alignment [13].
DynamicTriad: We use the Dynamic Triad Closure Process [32]
for dynamic graph node embedding that preserves the structural
and evolutional patterns of the graph.
Dynamic SDNE: DynGEM [11] utilizes deep autoencoders similarly to SDNE to incrementally generate node embedding of a
graph at snapshot 𝑡 by initiating the embedding with the learned
embedding of time 𝑡 − 1.

DynAE: dyngraph2vecAE [9] uses deep autoencoders consisting
of multiple fully connected layers. The method concatenates the
input vector according to the lookback parameter.
DynAERNN: dyngraph2vecAERNN [9] uses a fully connected encoder to initially acquire a low-dimensional hidden representation;
then it is passed between a LSTM network and a fully connected
decoder.
Since [9] show better performance on 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 2 than 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 1,
we set DynAE and DynAERNN with 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 ∈ [2].
In order to embed the entire graph using node embedding methods, we use different aggregation methods on the graph’s nodes
vectors at each time step. Our aggregation methods include:
(1) Averaging – averaging the node embeddings is a well-known
method for representing graphs [14].
(2) Maximizing – using the maximum value for each member in
the embedding across all the nodes in each of the time steps.
This approach is similar to max-pooling concept used for
aggregating layers in neural networks [27]. We expect this
method to preserve the most dominant node value among
all the nodes, which may best represent the entire graph.
(3) Concatenation – simple concatenation method is unfeasible
since each time step graph has a different number of nodes,
along with a big number of nodes per time step. Thus, we
apply two adaptations to the concatenation method:
(a) Random nodes concatenation: choosing randomly 100 of
nodes at each time step and concatenating them.
(b) Hubs nodes concatenation: choosing the top 100 nodes
with the highest degree value at each time step and concatenating them. We expect that nodes with high degree
value will more represent the entire graph. We believe
it is a strong baseline as the architecture we presented
in Section 3.2 might create a graph representation more
similar to its hubs nodes representation, since the hubs
nodes repeat in the random walks more frequently. Thus,
the graph-level representation might learn to be similar to
its nodes with higher weight to the dominant hubs nodes.
For each of the dynamic node embedding baselines methods we
report the result of the best performer among the aggregations
methods.
We train all of the above methods for 50 epochs and set the
embedding dimension to 𝑑 = 128. For all of the experiments, DynAERNN, DynAE, SDNE aligned, and Dynamic SDNE were set
as follows: 𝛽 = 5, 𝛼 = 10−5 , 𝜈 1 = 10−6 , 𝜈 2 = 10−6 , 𝜌 = 0.3, and stepsize decay for SGD = 10−4 , with two hidden layers in the deep
autoencoder with sizes = [500, 300]; in DynAERNN, the LSTM had
two hidden layers of sizes [300, 128]. All of the experiments were
performed on a 64 bit CentOS Linux 7 system with an Intel Xeon
Gold 6130 CPU with 64 processors, 16 CPU cores, 2.10 GHz clock
frequency, 164 GB RAM, and two Nvidia Tesla P100 PCIe, 16 GB
memory.

4.3

Experimental Tasks

We evaluate our model, tdGraphEmbed, against state-of-the-art
approaches designed for unsupervised node and graph embeddings

Dataset
Reddit (Game of Thrones)
Reddit (Formula1)
Facebook wall posts
Enron
Slashdot

Nodes |𝑁 |
156,732
38,702
46,873
87,062
51,083

Edges |𝐸|
834,753
254,731
857,815
1,146,800
140,778

Time Steps |𝑇 |
62
61
30
182
13

Time Resolution
Daily
Daily
Monthly
Weekly
Monthly

TemporalComplexity
4.67
13.30
5.56
3.45
2.88

Table 1: Datasets Statistics. Temporal complexity measures the average time distance between a graph snapshot and the most
similar past graph snapshot as defined by the MCS graph similarity measure.

(Section 4.2). For tdGraphEmbedwe use the following parameter settings for the random walks: 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘_𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 16, 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑠 = 10, 𝑝 = 1,
and 𝑞 = 0.5 for each node. We use learning rate of 𝛼 = 0.025, window size of 𝑤 = 5, and five nodes for the negative sampling. We
evaluate the methods on the following unsupervised tasks:
Task 1: Similarity Ranking
In order to evaluate how graph-level embedding generated by tdGraphEmbedcaptures graph’s similarities, we evaluate our method
on graph similarity ranking task. This task has been previously explored by other graph embedding methods [4]. As in those previous
works, we leverage a commonly used ground truth similarity in
graph to graph proximity – Maximum Common Subgraph (MCS)
[7]. We use cosine similarity metric between the graphs’ vectors
generated by each one of the methods. Temporal graphs similarity is
not necessarily determent by how close they are in time. To validate
this assumption we check for each of our datasets what is the average time interval between a graph at time 𝑡 ′ to its most similar one
at 𝑡 < 𝑡 ′ , defined by the MCS measure. The resulted time intervals
in time granularity determent by each of the datasets is described
as “temporal graph complexity” in Table 1. We tested the ranking
performance using four measures: Spearman’s Rank Correlation
Coefficient (𝜌) [29], Kendall’s Rank Correlation Coefficient (𝜏) [16],
Precision at 10 (p@10), and Precision at 20 (p@20). For the Slashdot
dataset we used Precision at 5 (p@5), and Precision at 10 (p@10)
since we have only 13 time steps. The similarity ranking results are
shown in Tables 2 and 3, indicating that our method outperforms
the other baselines in capturing graph to graph proximity using
MCS.
We hypothesize that the temporal node embeddings fail to fully
capture addition/subtraction of nodes and/or addition/removal of
new edges, as they mainly focus on embedding the same nodes/edges
over time. Therefore they identify similar graphs by their shared
nodes and don’t capture the global structure as tdGraphEmbeddoes.
Furthermore, a large body of literature [4] shows that aggregating
nodes is not a good representation for entire graphs, as it does
not preserve the structure of the global graph (especially in large
graphs). For example, the averaging baseline may not preserve the
structure of the global graph, especially in large graphs, due to
averaging a large number of nodes in each time step. Our empirical
results confirm that our method outperforms such methods. Figure
7 draws Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient ratio between
tdGraphEmbedand the temporal node embedding top performer,
as function of the graph’s size (number of nodes), for eac=-=MethodName learns this dynamics together with the graph representation at each time point, embedding node evolution into each

graph snapshot. Our empirical results confirm that our method
outperforms such static graph embedding methods.

Figure 4: Δ𝐺@𝑡 over time of tdGraphEmbed(blue, solid line)
vs. Google Trends (orange, dashed line); the red points are
the ground-truth anomalies. Anomalies are the episodes’ air
dates in the subreddit ‘Game of Thrones’ dataset.

Figure 5: Δ𝐺@𝑡 over time of tdGraphEmbed(blue, solid line)
vs. Google Trends (orange, dashed line); the red points are
the ground-truth anomalies. Anomalies are the race dates
in the subreddit ‘Formula 1’ dataset.
Task 2: Anomaly Detection Application
In recent years, we have witnessed increased interest in anomaly
detection in graphs, largely because of their robust expressiveness
and natural capacity to represent complex relationships. Ranshous
et al. [24] proposed a method for detecting multiple types of anomalies, including anomalous vertices, edges, communities, and events.

tdGraphEmbed
Static Graph Embedding Methods
graph2vec
UGraphEmb
Sub2Vec
Temporal Node embedding Methods
node2vec aligned
SDNE aligned
GAE aligned
Dynamic SDNE
Dynamic triad
dynAE
dynAERNN

Reddit - Game of Thrones
p@10 p@20
𝜏
𝜌
0.355 0.457 0.160 0.232

p@10
0.274

Reddit- Formula1
p@20
𝜏
𝜌
0.400 0.060 0.092

0.260
0.278
0.160

0.381
0.416
0.355

0.038
0.046
0.022

0.056
0.068
0.039

0.169
0.238
0.182

0.320
0.37
0.300

0.043
0.026
-0.030

0.063
0.039
-0.040

0.336
0.352
0.235
0.340
0.277
0.192
0.192

0.431
0.457
0.342
0.441
0.364
0.357
0.349

0.069
0.120
0.044
0.075
0.131
0.019
-0.002

0.103
0.197
0.066
0.113
0.195
0.030
-0.004

0.214
0.262
0.200
0.192
0.243
0.229
0.164

0.361
0.388
0.342
0.339
0.396
0.397
0.357

0.047
0.044
0.036
0.029
0.024
0.009
0.026

0.083
0.078
0.062
0.045
0.033
0.012
0.037

Table 2: Results on the similarity ranking task for our two Reddit datasets per method. The best score per measure is highlighted.

tdGraphEmbed
Static Graph Embedding Methods
graph2vec
UGraphEmb
Sub2Vec
Temporal Node embedding Methods
node2vec aligned
SDNE aligned
GAE aligned
Dynamic SDNE
Dynamic triad
dynAE
dynAERNN

p@10
0.385

Enron
p@20
𝜏
0.489 0.127

𝜌
0.188

Facebook - wall posts
p@10 p@20
𝜏
𝜌
0.750 0.892 0.398 0.522

p@5
0.785

Slashdot
p@10
𝜏
0.915 0.347

𝜌
0.463

0.045
0.168
0.073

0.059
0.269
0.137

-0.033
0.110
0.028

-0.046
0.150
0.044

0.423
0.750
0.353

0.713
0.871
0.685

0.120
0.355
0.012

0.176
0.452
0.021

0.292
0.462
0.385

0.800
0.900
0.808

0.026
0.215
0.037

0.045
0.271
0.074

0.379
0.316
0.277
0.335
0.322
0.069
0.061

0.452
0.400
0.360
0.377
0.425
0.145
0.110

0.107
0.087
0.118
0.103
0.112
0.009
0.004

0.139
0.138
0.156
0.143
0.153
0.012
0.006

0.680
0.400
0.613
0.356
0.733
0.389
0.393

0.840
0.645
0.820
0.733
0.818
0.743
0.755

0.303
0.095
0.292
0.094
0.271
0.122
0.065

0.414
0.120
0.397
0.115
0.395
0.163
0.076

0.538
0.415
0.492
0.569
0.646
0.473
0.509

0.908
0.885
0.885
0.915
0.869
0.900
0.900

0.229
0.095
0.168
0.245
0.201
0.002
0.041

0.306
0.124
0.227
0.314
0.276
0.025
0.088

Table 3: Results on the similarity ranking task for our three datasets (Enron, Facebook, and Slashdot) per method. The best
score per measure is highlighted.

tdGraphEmbed
Static Graph Embedding Methods
graph2vec
UGraphEmb
Sub2Vec
Temporal Node Embedding Methods
node2vec aligned
SDNE aligned
GAE aligned
Dynamic SDNE
Dynamic Triad
dynAE
dynAERNN

p@5
1

Reddit - Game of Thrones
p@10 r@5 r@10 𝑠
0.7
0.714
1
0.751**

p@5
0.8

Reddit- Formula1
p@10 r@5 r@10 𝑠
0.4
1
1
0.485**

0.8
1
0.2

0.6
0.7
0.3

0.571
0.714
0.142

0.857
1
0.428

0.647**
0.365**
0.534**

0.2
0
0.4

0.2
0
0.3

0.25
0
0.5

0.5
0
0.75

0.420**
0.245
0.413**

1
0
0
0.4
0.4
0
0.2

0.7
0
0
0.4
0.4
0.1
0.1

0.714
0
0
0.285
0.285
0
0.142

1
0
0
0.571
0.571
0.142
0.142

0.559**
-0.336**
-0.630**
0.134
0.634**
-0.187
-0.098

0
0
0.2
0.2
0.4
0
0

0.3
0
0.3
0.1
0.3
0
0

0
0
0.25
0.25
0.5
0
0

0.75
0
0.75
0.25
0.75
0
0

0.456**
-0.07
0.588**
0.517**
0.424**
-0.517**
-0.332*

Table 4: Results on the anomaly detection task and trends analysis for the Reddit datasets. The top significant score per dataset
and measure is highlighted. Spearman correlation between the Δ𝐺@𝑡 of each of the methods and Google Trends is represented
as 𝑠.

DynGEM [11] used subtraction between the node embedding matrices of consecutive steps, by defining Δ𝑡 as the change in embedding
between time 𝑡 and 𝑡 − 1 and tracking its fluctuations. Miz et al. [21]
combined graph topologies and time series logs (e.g., user activity

logs and social network graphs) and suggested using the Hopfield
network model of memory [15] to combine the graph and time
information. For each community in the Hopfield graph, the logs
of the nodes in the community are tracked to find anomalies.

Since we deal with temporal graphs embedding we would like
to find temporal anomalies in the network. We define anomalies in
temporal graph as points in time where the changes to the graph
are structural and of a larger scale than average. These changes
can be caused by multiple nodes’ changing of communities, the
addition/subtraction of nodes, the addition/removal of new edges,
etc. We define Δ𝐺@𝑡 as the change in the graphs’ embedding representation between two consecutive time steps 𝑡−1 and 𝑡. Intuitively,
values of Δ𝐺@𝑡 that are higher than a predefined threshold value
can be used to indicate the existence of anomalies. We define Δ𝐺@𝑡
using the cosine similarity:
Δ𝐺@𝑡 =

𝜙 (𝐺𝑡 ) · 𝜙 (𝐺𝑡 −1 )
||𝜙 (𝐺𝑡 )|| · ||𝜙 (𝐺𝑡 −1 )||

(7)

We obtained labelled anomalies for the Reddit datasets – “Game of
Thrones” and “Formula1”. The anomalies represent the air dates
of the episodes of ’Game of Thrones’ season seven, and dates of
’Formula 1’ races, which cause spikes in activity and are considered
as ground truth anomalies. Overall, the “Game of Thrones” dataset
contains seven anomalies and “Formula1” dataset contains four
anomalies. We use Precision at 5 (p@5), Precision at 10 (p@10),
Recall at 5 (r@5), and Recall at 10 (r@10) to evaluate out the top
5/10 anomalies regarding the ground truth. The results for all experiments are presented in Table 4. The results show that tdGraphEmbedoutperforms the other methods or is tied with the top performer.
Task 3: Trends Analysis Application
In this task, we use the graphs embeddings to find trends in the
evolutionary networks. To label the trends, we use an external
source – Google trends, a popular tool that tracks the popularity of
search queries. Because of the large number of analyzed queries, it
is considered a reliable indicator of public interest. We assume that
a spike in public interest is a good “ground truth” for a trend. We
use Google Trends as a trends indicator and calculate its correlation
with our embedding trend, Δ𝐺@𝑡 vector (Eq. 7) using the Spearman
correlation measures (𝑠). We use this measure for the two Reddit
datasets, as they represent topics that can be explored in Google
Trends. The results of the Spearman correlation calculations with
Google Trends are presented in Table 4 as 𝑠, where, ∗ indicates twotailed p-value < 0.05, and ∗∗ indicates two-tailed p-value < 0.01.
It is clear that tdGraphEmbedis among the most correlative with
Google Trends, being the only one method with a top-two scores
for both datasets. We can see that for the Game of Thrones dataset
the Spearman correlation measure of tdGraphEmbedis the most
correlative with google trends, while in Formula dataset it is the
second most correlative. This can be explained by the number of
nodes in each dataset, having higher number of nodes in the Game
of Thrones dataset. This indicating that our method improves as
the number of nodes increases, while temporal node embeddings
methods lack in capturing the whole graph structure, and static
graph embedding methods lack in capturing shared nodes between
time steps. Figures 4 and 5 plot the Δ𝐺@𝑡 of tdGraphEmbedwith
the ground truth Google Trends for the Reddit datasets. The figures
show that our method is highly correlated with Google Trends and
the anomalous times.
Task 4: Embedding Visualization
Visualizing the embeddings on a two-dimensional space is a popular
way to evaluate node embedding methods. We would like to show

that this task is meaningful in the graph-level as well and can be
used for graphs clustering. We use TSNE for two-dimensional visualization of our 128-dimensional graph vectors, where each sample
represents a different time granularity. We apply this visualization
to all of our datasets. The results presented in Figure 6 for ’Game of
Thrones’ dataset, show that the anomalous days (in red) and consecutive days (examples of this are circled in blue) are close to each
other in the two-dimensional space, indicating that our embedding
method maintains the characteristics of each time step relative to
other similar time steps. It is noteworthy that the anomalous times
are located together in the middle of the figure, emphasizing that
each one of them is close to the days in the same week and to the
other anomalous days, since consecutive days share same nodes,
but anomalous days share same global structure. This results show
the potential of using our embeddings for graphs’ clustering tasks.

Figure 6: TSNE visualization of the tdGraphEmbedgraphs’
vectors of the ‘Game of Thrones’ subreddit dataset; anomalous times appear in red, and the number on each point indicates the index of the sample ordered by date.

Figure 7: Y axis represents the Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient ratio between tdGraphEmbedand the top
performer among the temporal node embedding methods as
a function of the graph’s size (number of nodes).

4.4

Parameter Sensitivity

Our framework includes a variety of hyper-parameters that affect its
performance. For the random walks creation, we use the following
hyper parameters:

Figure 8
• 𝑝 and 𝑞, which control the transition probability between
nodes in the random walk. The default value is 𝑝 = 1 and
𝑞 = 0.5.
• 𝛾- the number of random walks starting from a specific node.
This hyper-parameter is the number of sentences composing
the graph time step. Default value is 10.
• 𝐿- random walk length. Default value is 16.

Same trends in the node’s neighborhood parameters were observed
in node2vec sensitivity analysis [12]. It can be seen that the least
stable hyper-parameter of tdGraphEmbedis 𝑑. We hypothesize that
this occur as embedding sizes that are too small or too large can
directly reduce the embedding’s effectiveness.

For our graph embedding model, we use the following hyper parameters:

In this paper, we present tdGraphEmbed, an unsupervised embedding technique for the entire temporal graph. We jointly learn
graph temporal snapshot representations along with temporal node
representations through the use of multiple random walks learnt
together. Our main novelty lies in learning the entire graph embedding together with the nodes, rather than in a separate step or
as aggregations of nodes’ embeddings. Each temporal snapshot is
trained together, and the entire graph snapshot representation is
provided by inputting the graph’s time index as an initial input
to the context nodes and learning its representation. The graph’s
time index functions as the global context and the node’s neighbors within the window as the local context. We created a dynamic
representation, which is capable of modeling a varying number
of nodes and edges. Our approach is unsupervised and does not
require training data for creating embeddings.
Our evaluation, conducted on real-world datasets, which we publicly release as part of this work, demonstrates that tdGraphEmbedoutperforms many state-of-the-art approaches in graphs’ similarity
ranking and detecting temporal anomalies. Moreover, tdGraphEmbedcaptures real-world trends with one vector representation, instead of the nodes’ embedding matrix used in most state-of-the-art
methods. The performance of tdGraphEmbedcompared to its algorithmic alternatives improves as the number of node increases:

• 𝜔- indicates the size of the window used for the node’s neighborhood definition. All the nodes within distance 𝜔 from the
current node in the sentence are used as the context nodes
when learning the embeddings. Default value is 5.
• 𝑑- the entire graph embedding size. Default value is 128.
We tuned each hyper-parameter separately, while fixing the others
to their default values, and present the results in Figure 8. The results are shown for the Facebook wall posts dataset on the similarity
ranking task, however similar trends were observed for the other
datasets and tasks. We used Kendall’s Rank Correlation Coefficient
and Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient as the performance
measures. Overall, the results indicate that tdGraphEmbedis less
sensitive when tuning the 𝑝 and 𝑞 parameters, although we can see
a minor improvement when increasing 𝑝. We hypothesise that the
reason for this trend is that setting 𝑝>𝑞 provides the random walks
to be further and deeper in the graph (DFS oriented), enabling the
random walks to better represent the graph. Increasing the number
of walks (𝛾), walk length (𝐿) and window size (𝜔) improves the
performance. We hypothesize that this is due the fact that a greater
overall sampling allows to learn more expressive representations.

5

CONCLUSIONS

temporal node embedding methods might not preserve the while
graph structure, especially in large graphs, since they average over
a large number of nodes in each time step. On the other hand, static
graph embedding methods capture the graph structure at each time
step, but cannot capture the dynamics of node evolution over time.
Therefore, the embedding performed by tdGraphEmbed, which
capture both the graph’s modes and its structure at each time step,
leads to a substantially improved performance over large graphs.
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